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			Discover our products



	
		
			A complete selection of our natural products and exclusive representations.
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                            Materials of natural origin with extraordinary variations in texture and difficult to access. Applicable outside and inside. Certified for contact with food products.
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                            A metamorphic rock with different colors and textures, applied mainly in interior spaces as an ornamental material in the decoration.
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                            The most classic raw material with magmatic origin formed mostly by quartz. It is widely used in construction for its hardness and resistance.
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                            Onyx                        

                        
                            Semi-precious natural material with exceptional translucent capabilities with a very rich and diverse color palette.
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                            Fine grained, dark colored magmatic rock. Used in coatings due to its resistance.
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                            Choose a material whose beauty and durability transcend the passage of time. 93% -95% natural quartz.
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                            Stone synthesized with 100% natural raw material developed at high pressure and temperature, gaining unprecedented physical and mechanical qualities. Interior and exterior.
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                            Solid Surface of great strength and extreme durability, applicable for all types of installations without visible joints. Interior and exterior.
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                            Produced 100% using recycled glass, it is an exemplary model of technology that translates into an exclusive, durable and translucent material. Interior and exterior.
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Imagine spaces,

design your environments



	
		
			Find out how versatile and elegant our materials are for your projects.
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Value competence

and sustainability



	
		
			At Granitrans, respect for the environment and the high standard of quality of our products are leveled with the confidence, rigor and proximity of the service to our customers.
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			Certified Quality

We produce and distribute natural stone and derivatives following the international reference models for the quality and sustainability of our products.
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			Trust and proximity

We offer a personalized service and follow your project ensuring competence and accuracy in the service provided by our teams and distribution centers.
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